Assessment of quality of life in veterinary practice: developing tools for companion animal carers and veterinarians
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Abstract: Quality-of-life assessments aim to provide an all-encompassing evaluation of animal welfare. In comparison to more limited, disease-focused welfare assessments, they have the potential to better identify welfare deficiencies, allowing veterinarians to target improvement strategies for greater benefit. Individuals or populations of companion animals may be assessed and carers and/or veterinarians may contribute to the assessment. Quality-of-life assessments are widely used within the human health care setting, and although the number of veterinary assessment tools is substantially fewer, these tools cover a range of methodologies. Further research to validate existing tools and develop new ones is recommended. Guidance for implementing and evaluating the usefulness of quality-of-life assessment tools within companion animal veterinary clinics is presented.
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Introduction

“How will I know when my dog is suffering too much and it’s time to call it a day?”; “Does my guinea pig really need a companion?”; and “I just don’t know whether I should put my cat through it.” These are all familiar phrases and questions from clients in companion animal practice. All these are contemplating the quality of life of their companion animal in different ways, to make decisions about clinical care, euthanasia, and home care. Indeed, caring for the animal a person owns best characterizes the human–companion animal relationship and, therefore, carer seems a more appropriate term for an “owner.” Clinical veterinarians might also ask questions about the quality of life of the animals under their care: “Which type of congestive cardiac failure management has the best overall outcome?”; “Should I insist on cage rest for this dog?”; “What should I target to bring about the biggest improvement in the welfare of all the animals that come to the clinic?”; and “Which animals at the clinic are most at risk of poor welfare in the future?”

To answer these questions so as to promote the welfare of companion animals by providing good guidance for clients, it is necessary to first understand what quality of life is, how best to assess it, and what to do with the information.

What is quality of life?

Quality of life of animals is considered in this article to be synonymous with the term “welfare” and has been widely discussed as being dependent on one’s philosophical
viewpoint and may both influence, and be influenced by, scientific research.1-5 However, there is a consensus that the term “quality of life” refers to much more than simply health. One proposal is that quality of life encompasses three elements: 1) positive and negative feelings (the experiences felt by animals, which are on a spectrum ranging from very negative (eg, severe pain) to very positive (eg, playfulness); 2) physical fitness and health (encompassing elements such as challenge posed by diseases, ability to reproduce, and an animal’s physical ability to cope with its environment); and 3) naturalness (existing in a natural physical form, free from mutilations or extremely unnatural body shapes, with the ability to carry out natural behaviors and experience elements of natural environments), to which different people ascribe weight to varying degrees.6 When asked about a definition of farm animal welfare, conventional farmers tend to place more weight on physical fitness, welfare scientists on feelings, and other societal members on naturalness than each of the other groups;7,8 however, little is known about how carers and others involved with companion animals view welfare. That there is no societal consensus on the relative importance of each element opens up the potential for disagreements among people, even when they share a common aim of improving or protecting welfare. For example, a client who values naturalness highly may be less inclined towards euthanasia, seen as an “unnatural” intervention, than a veterinarian who puts greater weight on physical health and negative mental feelings; yet, both are aiming to do the right thing at the end of life.

The World Health Organization (WHO) has developed a holistic (ie, covering all aspects of life) cross-cultural quality-of-life assessment that encompasses six domains subdivided into 24 facets, giving an indication of the elements they consider make up quality of life in people. Many of these facets are readily applicable to animals, such as “energy and fatigue,” while others may not be, such as “bodily image and appearance” (Table 1). The questionnaire associated with the assessment underwent extensive initial validation,9 along with a shorter version,10,11 and has been used very widely around the world since. Often, quality-of-life assessments of people just focus on the elements or domains affected by health and then use the term “health-related quality of life,” although these too tend to include very broad domains when making general assessments. For example, the Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System health-related quality-of-life assessment has been built only upon three of the WHO domains, calling them physical health, mental health, and social health.12

### Table 1 WHOQOL domains and facets that may be applicable to animals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHOQOL domains</th>
<th>Facets incorporated within domains</th>
<th>Facets that may be applicable to animals</th>
<th>Facets that may not be applicable to animals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical health</td>
<td>Energy and fatigue</td>
<td>Pain and discomfort</td>
<td>Sleep and rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological health</td>
<td>Negative feelings</td>
<td>Positive feelings</td>
<td>Bodily image and appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thinking, learning, memory, and concentration</td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-esteem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of independence</td>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Activities of daily living</td>
<td>Dependence on medicinal substances and medical aids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social relationships</td>
<td>Personal relationships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Freedom, physical safety, and security</td>
<td>Health and social care: accessibility and quality</td>
<td>Home environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opportunities for acquiring new information and skills</td>
<td>Participation in and opportunities for recreation/leisure</td>
<td>Physical environment (pollution/noise/traffic/climate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** WHOQOL, World Health Organization Quality of Life.

### Why assess quality of life in companion animals?

We have seen already that there are common and pertinent questions in companion animal practice that require an assessment of quality of life to determine the best course of action. In addition, clients and veterinarians have been answering these questions to the best of their ability since the inception of veterinary practice. They have drawn upon their previous experience, scientific knowledge, and empathy to make these judgments in an informal way. The question really is what can be gained through formal, systematic assessment of quality of life within companion animal practice.

### Quality-of-life assessments within research

The use of quality-of-life assessments within clinical research studies, especially in clinical research, could aid clinical decision making through the provision of more patient-centered...
relevant information about outcomes rather than outcomes with a narrow clinical focus. The onus here is on researchers to include such assessments in their evaluations so clinicians have the best information available to them to make, or facilitate carers to make, better decisions. In human medical research, there has been a clear shift from more blunt measures of efficacy, such as survival times, to those that include an adjustment for quality of life, and this concept has been formalized into health care policy through use of an estimation of “quality-adjusted life years,” or QALYs, to guide decisions about cost-effectiveness of treatments in the UK health service.

Quality-of-life assessments have been found to be valuable prognostic indicators for humans with a range of diseases. Using colorectal cancer as an example, quality-of-life assessment independently predicted mortality in patients with advanced disease and was a better predictor of survival for patients with liver metastases than tumor size. Earlam et al suggested that the quality-of-life information could be used “as a surrogate end point in treatment trials” for colorectal cancer. Similarly, quality-of-life assessments have been found to be better, or independent, prognostic indicators than traditional disease-focused assessments for various types of cancers (eg, prostate and breast cancers) and heart disease, among others.

**Quality-of-life assessments of individual patients**

Use of quality-of-life assessments to guide individual care of veterinary patients may enable identification of areas for improvement in terms of quality of life, areas that might otherwise be overlooked. Centering quality-of-life assessment on individual care and improvement has been a more recent development in human health care than population investigations. Some studies have found clear patient benefits to assessing the quality of life of individual patients, eg, in the area of mental health, yet reviews have suggested that while there are potential benefits, these have not always been demonstrated. One study that used specialist nurses to interview oncology patients using validated quality-of-life tools and to then report these back to the patients’ attending nurses found that this process made no difference in patient-reported quality of life or satisfaction 6 months later compared to a control group. The authors suggest that assessment alone is not enough and that “positive effects may require supplementing assessment results with specific suggestions for clinical management changes.”

Decisions relating to euthanasia of animals are a natural extension of assessments to aid clinical decision making seen in humans, although decisions in people about when to change from active treatment to palliative care may be similar. Such an important decision as euthanasia is unlikely to be defined by a stark calculation, a single number resulting from a formal quality-of-life assessment, but a wide consideration of all the elements of an animal’s life, beyond the disease itself, could be beneficial. In this situation, the quality-of-life assessment could act more as a checklist to ensure consideration of positive experiences as well as a wider range of negative experiences other than pain, such as nausea or inability to enjoy social contact. There are several unvalidated suggestions for quality-of-life assessments to aid carers in their euthanasia decisions on popular Web sites, but their usefulness has not been evaluated.

**Quality-of-life assessment of populations of companion animals**

Systematically conducted holistic welfare screening assessments could be used to stimulate improvements in the quality of life of the veterinary clinic’s companion animal population. Through encouraging carers to report and discuss a wide range of quality-of-life issues, it could serve to highlight areas in which quality of life could be improved. In the human health care setting, there have been perceived benefits from identifying quality-of-life-impacting situations, including disorders that were not originally presented to the clinician (such as anxiety), risk factors for diseases, eg, in older people or screening for elements outside a disease-focused consultation, such as intimate partner violence. In animals there may be additional welfare benefits achieved via veterinary practice through screening for a wide range of disease conditions, as well as evaluating the care provided to the animal and the effects of that care on the animal. This use of quality-of-life assessment, if used to stimulate changes to the care of the companion animal, that have a substantial and prolonged effect, may result in the greatest overall improvement in the welfare of the population of animals visiting the clinic. For example, providing a compatible rabbit as a companion to an existing solitary rabbit could have a marked positive effect that is continuous and lasts for many years, whereas improvements to clinical decision making affect only a few animals, often for a relatively short amount of time. In addition, holistic quality-of-life assessment tools may be able to help prevent future poor welfare by identifying risk factors for both disease and other elements of poor...
welfare, thus enabling targeted support for clients to make relevant changes.

Measures of quality of life in companion animals

Within the chosen ethical framework of welfare, there are many decisions to be made about the measures of quality of life that are used in companion animals. Although some measures may be relevant to all species, such as pain, the method of assessment may need to vary depending on the type of expression that each species favors. For example, there are detailed pain-scoring systems that vary considerably in their content for a range of companion animal species, such as dogs, cats, rabbits, rats, and mice. A holistic quality-of-life assessment should aim to cover the spectrum of experiences and opportunities for animals, from negative to positive. That way, important elements are not underrepresented in the assessment. To best improve welfare, much research attention has to date focused on understanding the welfare significance, risk factors, and indicators of poor welfare in animals. Now, however, we are gaining insight into the positive experiences of animals and are developing methods for assessing those, eg, through behavioral observations, tests such as cognitive bias, or assessment of opportunities for animals to choose positive experiences. McMillan also suggests that maximizing control, or autonomy, is important for animal welfare and should be included in quality-of-life assessments.

Quality of life methods of assessment: comparison and evaluation

Type of assessment

Although far behind the human literature, a number of quality-of-life assessment tools have been developed for companion animals. Christiansen and Forkman reviewed 32 of the earlier tools that used the terms “animal welfare,” “quality of life,” or “well-being” in evaluating veterinary treatment outcomes. They found that most were concerned with health-related measures of quality of life, usually specific to the disease of concern, although some of the behavioral assessments had potential for interpreting signs of wider welfare interest. They categorized the questions in terms of clinical aspects (mortality, treatment, implications, and pain) and general welfare (social behavior, functionality, and mental state). Questions about overall welfare were present in ten studies, sometimes as the only wider welfare indicator. The authors strongly recommend that this type of quality-of-life assessment be widened to include more measures of welfare, which they suggest may need the help of ethologists to achieve.

One health-related quality-of-life assessment tool that was initially developed to assess chronic pain in dogs used 109 simple descriptor seven-point Likert scales relating to both physical and mental states, including broader behavioral observations. Mullan and Main adapted the assessment method of Wiseman-Orr et al for use as a companion animal practice screening tool to identify areas of welfare improvement. They also included questions about resources offered to the dogs and an estimation of whether the dogs would choose other provisions. The resources offered to dogs formed the basis for one welfare assessment designed by Wojciechowska et al to complement the physical examination provided by a veterinary surgeon.

Who makes the assessment

All bar one of the assessments reviewed by Christiansen and Forkman used carer reporting, sometimes in conjunction with a veterinary assessment. Carers have the advantage that, in general, they know their own companion very well, especially when in their home environment, and are likely to be able to detect even small changes from the normal or best situation the dog has been in. This was captured in the quality-of-life screening tool of Mullan and Main by asking carers to rate on visual analog scale points corresponding to their dog “at the moment” and also “when at their best.” Carers are often deeply concerned about the welfare of their companion animal and therefore are assumed to try to answer questions accurately. However, carers may feel pressurized to provide certain answers or may exhibit unconscious biases. For example, carers may not have experienced a wide range of welfare of companion animals, such as when their companion animal has always been lonely or never been sick, or they may not easily identify clinical or behavioral signs. Veterinarians may also not be able to detect some, particularly behavioral, signs well and may be seeing the animals in an unfamiliar environment. However, they have been trained to observe clinical signs and ask clinically relevant questions that may provide additional beneficial information to an assessment.

Scoring methods

Some assessments produce an overall score that can be used to compare individuals over time or populations of animals. For example, one tool used to assess the quality of life of dogs with cancer pain contained 12 questions, each with a 0- to 3-point scale for an answer and an overall maximum score of 36. Determining a weighting for the scoring system could be done by utilizing expert opinion in more or less formal ways or, as developed by Budke et al, through
using carer ratings of the relative importance of the elements of their quality-of-life assessment tool for dogs with spinal injuries. It could be that some elements should “trump” others within an assessment in certain situations. For example, a very high pain score might be so overwhelming as to render other elements of quality of life unimportant. Assessments may also use scores that remain unaggregated, still allowing for individual elements to be compared over time or among animals, or even use elements or whole assessments that take a qualitative rather than a quantitative approach.

Validation

Validation of quality-of-life tools for companion animals has been far less extensive than studies involving human assessment methods but nevertheless has occurred in a number of ways. Many assessment tools underwent construct validity testing and refinement by removing items that did not provide valuable information. Some assessment tools have been evaluated for test–retest repeatability by raters within a short time span or for interobserver reliability. Others have attempted to validate the tool for discriminatory ability between two populations of animals. Wiseman-Orr et al found differences in scores obtained by dogs with chronic pain compared to dogs without pain, whereas the resource-based tool developed by Wojciechowska et al was unable to discriminate between sick and healthy dogs. Further refinement of the Wiseman-Orr et al tool resulted in a general health-related quality-of-life assessment that was able to detect improvements in quality-of-life scores in previously obese dogs that lost weight. Other assessment methods have compared quality-of-life results with existing clinical scales relevant to the disease of interest. Finally, the use of one quality-of-life assessment tool during veterinary canine consultations was associated with an increase in discussions about quality-of-life elements with the carer when used by a clinician familiar with the tool compared with a control group.

Quality-of-life assessment for carers and veterinarians: why we need new tools

To return to the original question about the value of formal systematic assessment of quality of life in companion animal practice, it should be noted that such quality-of-life assessment has been widely adopted by, and is now integrated into, all aspects of human health care. One database has >700 different clinical outcome assessments available for a whole host of medical conditions. It can be inferred from drawing parallels with the human setting that there would be as-yet untapped benefits from formal quality-of-life assessments in companion animal practice, not only to individual patients but also to populations of animals and to carers and clinicians. Veterinary development of quality-of-life assessments is lagging behind but now has the ability to learn from the human field. There are few validated assessment tools available for companion animal practice although they represent a range of methodologies. The potential for quality-of-life tools to aid the very essence of all veterinary practice, namely improving the welfare of the animals that attend the clinic, means that these existing tools should be built upon, refined, and tested. In parallel, new tools need to be developed, aiming to capture the full range of experiences of companion animals over time. However, we do not just need new tools. Veterinarians are increasingly demanding an evidence base for their actions and could participate in such evaluations in their clinics. They will need training in how best to choose and use appropriate tools for their individual purposes.

Implementation in the veterinary clinic

The use of quality-of-life assessments within the veterinary clinic requires a degree of consideration and planning before implementation. That there is a lack of information regarding positive outcomes of using many of the veterinary assessment tools is regrettable, but this need not be a barrier to implementation, assuming there are unlikely to be negative consequences from such an implementation. Indeed, working on the principle that something is better (or at least equal to) nothing, if veterinary clinics are able to contribute to the knowledge base on efficacy of quality-of-life assessment to improve welfare overall, this is welcomed.

The International Society for Quality of Life Research in humans has produced useful guidance on implementing patient-reported outcomes in clinical practice, which are equally applicable to the veterinary setting (Table 2). The relative importance of each of the steps in achieving the welfare gains anticipated through formal, systematic assessment of companion animal quality of life is not yet known. For example, just using broad open questions pertinent to a holistic concept of animal welfare has been discussed as a method of quality-of-life assessment and could be achieved through implementing Steps 1–4. Whether this is effective at all, as well as whether there are additional benefits to quantitative scoring, reviewing scores at an individual or population level to enable interpretation (Step 5), or reporting scores...
Table 2 Application of the ISOQOL guidance on implementing patient-reported outcomes in clinical practice to companion animal veterinary practice

1. Identify the goals for collecting quality-of-life assessment information in clinical practice
   For example, is the assessment aiming to screen for welfare deficiencies to be targeted for improvement among the whole clinic population or for monitoring the progress of individual patients?

2. Select the patients, setting, and timing of assessments
   A tool could be used on all of the clinic’s companion animal population or just for certain species or groups of animals such as hospitalized patients. Will the assessment occur at the time of the visit to the clinic or would it be sent to carers beforehand?

3. Determine which questionnaire(s) to use
   Here the term “questionnaire” can be interpreted broadly to range from asking a few open verbal questions to a lengthier written or electronic format with or without quantitative scoring. Depending on the desired focus of assessment and response format, choosing a published assessment tool that has demonstrated some degree of peer review and validation is desirable. However, if there is not one available, then it is reasonable to devise one appropriate to need, with reference to human and veterinary literature. Amalgamating elements from a variety of existing tools may also prove useful.

4. Choose a mode for administering and scoring the questionnaire
   For example, will carers fill in the assessment before seeing a veterinarian or nurse? Where will they do this? Will they have time and space to complete the assessment – on paper or electronically? Or will the veterinary team interview carers and/or make their own assessments?

5. Design processes for reporting results
   This is an important step to be clear on before implementing an assessment program. The person responsible for receiving and subsequently reporting the reports, as well as how this process will fit into the clinical workflow pattern, will need to be determined. This could depend on how quickly the report is required but, particularly with electronic capture, it may be possible to have immediate formatted reporting within the time of the veterinary consultation.

6. Identifying aids to facilitate score interpretation
   To interpret quantitative results, clinicians may be guided by comparisons either with scores derived during assessments of the same animal at different time points or against scores from wider populations. Whereas for human quality-of-life assessment tools, there may be research studies that generated reference scores for similar patients or the general population, initially at least, it is likely that comparisons will be generated from the using practice’s own data.

7. Develop strategies for responding to issues identified by the questionnaires
   Without compromising the autonomy of the clinician, who usually has to integrate information from a range of sources, guidance on how best to respond to the welfare issues raised during the assessment may help to encourage steps along the path from assessment to quality-of-life improvement.

8. Evaluating the impact of the intervention on the practice
   Even informal small-scale evaluations, such as discussion at practice meetings, can be useful, eg, if aiming to improve the usefulness of the assessment. Further low-cost/short-time evaluations such as carer or veterinary staff surveys, or analysis of samples of data, should be possible within veterinary clinics. Larger-scale evaluations, eg, with “control” groups, may require greater investment in time, money, and particularly expertise, but these should be undertaken, where possible, eg, in collaboration with a University.

Note: Data from Snyder et al.40
Abbreviation: ISOQOL, International Society for Quality of Life Research.

back to carers (Step 6) has not been studied in the veterinary context. Whatever form the assessment takes, it would seem important to support clinicians in facilitating carers to find solutions to improve welfare (Step 7) and to evaluate the whole process (Step 8).

Conclusion and recommendations

Companion animal quality-of-life assessment tools suitable for use in a veterinary clinic have been developed for a variety of purposes, such as to screen for issues suitable to target for welfare improvement, to evaluate interventions in a group of animals, or to monitor individual patients. That quality-of-life assessment tools have been so widely developed for use in humans around the world signals to us that a broad formal assessment of welfare and patient outcomes is likely to be beneficial. We need further research in this area to develop and evaluate new tools. We also need clinicians to embrace the concept of quality-of-life assessment and pioneer the implementation of such assessments within their clinics as another tool in the box aimed at achieving the ultimate goal of veterinary practice – improving the welfare of animals.
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